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How to speak very formal english

Every day in middle school, I would pick up a new word slang from my friends. I felt very cool using them, until I accidentally cursed in front of my parents. But instead of scolding myself for my unpopular language, my parents gave me a long lecture. It was formal English, and how important it is to know the difference between polite and informal language. Formal English should be used in the workplace
and at school, with people you don't know very well and any other situation where you want to appear professional and polite. Of course, the line between formal and informal English can be a bit blurred at times. It's not simply a matter of avoiding rude slang words (though that's important!). There are some English words that you can use all the time, not realizing that there are more formal alternatives. In
this post, we will show you how to easily speak formal English as a native simply by making some adjustments to your vocabulary. What formal English can do for you the formal command of English will take you a long way in life. Here are some of the numerous benefits it will bring you. Create wonderful first impressions: whether it's an interview or a first day in a new job or fulfilling your rights, formal
language skills will surely impress the English speakers you know. Increasingly confident, diplomatic and persuasive: When you know how to speak politely but firmly, you will feel more comfortable with yourself as an English speaker and fit naturally in many situations. Make valuable connections at networking events – Formal English makes it easy for you to get closer to others and communicate clearly in
professional settings. Automatically improve your writing skills: Work emails, letters of introduction, reports or essays all require formal English skills. If you master formal English your writing skills will automatically be better and more versatile. Offer better talks and presentations: You'll never be nervous before a conference and people will actually be interested in hearing what you have to say! Formal
English is not a new or very different language from the English you know. It is more officially and grammatically accurate. In fact, much of formal English is based on simply replacing a common and colloquial word with a more formal one. Knowing the right words for the right situation is a skill that every trusted speaker has mastered. You can do the same by gradually expanding your formal vocabulary.
Here are some formal alternatives to common informal words that you can use regularly. Below we will show you formal alternatives to other types of English words, both in spoken and written English. To truly master the difference between informal English practice with real English videos in FluentU. FluentU provides everything from silly YouTube videos to serious speeches, so you can listen to the
vocabulary and style used by native speakers in different settings. For example, compare informal English in joke song to the structured and polite language in this news report about (very!) young entrepreneurs. Better yet, you never have to worry about losing a word. Each fluentU video comes with interactive captions, quick cards, fun quizzes, vocabulary lists and more so you can actively improve your
English while watching. Do this immersive practice anywhere in your iOS or Android apps. Remember these formal alternatives to common informal words These are just some of the most common formal/informal word pairings you may consider. For a longer list, you can check out the useful graphics on engVid as well as this free PDF guide that even comes with some practice exercises. Instead of finding
out, use ascertain. We need to determine who to talk to on this issue with. Instead of being sorry, I use it. I apologize for the technical mistakes. Instead of showing, use demonstrate. This report demonstrates the importance of expanding our audience. Instead of thinking, use it in my opinion. In my opinion, the best course of action is ... Instead of expensive or expensive, use expensive. This shipping
service may be too expensive for our budget. Instead of leaving, use the permission or allow. Did you allow me to sit at this table? 2. Formal exchange for informal plurals Avoid casual words such as tons, loads or heaps. Instead, you can use many, many or many. Informal: I have a lot of books on this topic at home. Formal: I have several books on this topic at home. 3. Using Could and May Instead of
informal modal verbs are a type of help verb that often express permission, necessity or possibility. For example, in the phrase Tim can direct the project, it may be the modal verb indicating that Tim has permission to lead the project. In English, some modal verbs are considered more formal or polite than others. Some common examples are below. Instead of pot, the usage might. This is especially
important when asking questions. We could make a reservation for your customers at the bistro. Could you use your bathroom, please? Instead of power, use can. I can schedule the meeting for Friday, depending on your schedule. May is another formal alternative for may in question or in expressing permission. Can I use your bathroom, please? You can quit your job early. 4. Avoid abbreviations and
short forms Short forms and abbreviations are usually fully written in formal written English. For example, we say mobile phone or mobile phone instead of cell, exam instead of exam, TV instead of telly or TV and picture instead of photo. Could you repeat your mobile phone number? The exam date is March 23. This photograph needs more editing before it is published. Explain common abbreviations as
soon as possible instead of simply typing as much and congratulations instead of congratulations. Could you send me the report as soon as possible? Thank you! Congratulations on your new job, Tom! I'm very proud of how far you've come. Similarly, be sure to avoid avoiding in formal contexts, even in emails. So if someone says or writes something funny, make sure they don't respond with lol :) or lmao
or omg! Instead, you can respond with This is Fun! or something similar. 5. Write with formal greetings and farewells As it is said to others by their titles in a formal setting, as indicated in this YouTube Video FluentU, also uses these titles when it comes to written correspondences. To learn more about learning English, don't forget to subscribe to FluentU on YouTube. In emails, letters, notes, and other
forms of official correspondence, you should also make sure that you address the recipient politely. Start with a formal greeting. Use Dear [name/title] instead of hey, hello, etc. Dear customers. Dear Anush... Stay formal and simple by signing with Sincerely. Avoid more informal signs, such as cheers or better. Honestly, Dr. Doe. Formal English is bound by simple rules, so learning shouldn't pose a problem.
In fact, once you're used to formal English, switching back and forth between formal and informal language becomes easy. Developing a formal vocabulary will take some time, but it will be a rewarding and enriching exercise. Learn and use a few words every day! And if you complement your learning with real-world conversations with friends and colleagues, you're all set to become a fluent and confident
speaker of the English language. Archita Mittra is a freelance writer, journalist, editor and educator. Feel free to check your blog or contact her for freelance/educational research. If you liked this post, something tells me you'll love FluentU, the best way to learn English with real-world videos. Experience immersion in English online! It is important to differentiate yourself from informal and formal spoken
English. Read more about word choices in particular while speaking in both forms of English, as well as possible pitfalls when speaking formal English. English is a very fluent language. Slang, abbreviations and freshly conceived words are an important part of communication with friends and family. However, sometimes the situation requires something a little more formal. This could be for a job interview or
meeting the parents of a partner for the first time. It could be the language we would use with a respected member of the community or when we were attending a major social event. In these settings and much more, we need to use specific forms. But why is it important at all? Formal language tells the recipient that we respect them enough to change the way we speak. It shows that we are aware of the
un-spoken conventions that govern some interactions. we are able to adopt a more sophisticated record when the need arises. This article will focus on the specific structures we can use to elevate our spoken language to a more formal level. We will see questions, offers and requests that make us sound polite, respectful and aware of the unth spoken more formal conversations. So, let's start. Do you want
vs. would you like to? Offering something to someone is an example of where we can use much more appropriate forms in a formal/semi-formal environment. Watch this brief exchange between famous chef and restaurateur Gordon Ramsay and a waitress. And here's a transcript of the crucial moment at the start of the video: Waitress: Anyway, what do you want? Ramsay: I wish, not 'What do you want...',
'What would you like...' The famous perfectionist chef is immediately irritated by the waitress's use of an informal question rather than the more polite version. Let's take a look at other issues using the same formal and informal structures: Informal: Do you want to come with us? Formal: Would you like to come with us? Informal: What do you want to do tomorrow? Formal: What would you like to do
tomorrow? You can vs. Could in informal situations or between friends, using Pot... is enough when someone is asked to do something or ask permission to do something ourselves. For example: Can you pass me this bottle of water? Can I open this window? In somewhat more formal situations, perhaps in a social situation with people to which we want to show respect, we can change Can... a Could... For
example: Could you pass me this bottle of water? Could you open this window? However, in a situation where we really want to sound polite we can use: It would matter + gerund / yes + theme. Would you mind + gerund / si + theme Let's take a look at how this form works in practice: Would you mind passing me that bottle of water? (Would you mind) + (gerund) Would you mind if you opened that window?
(You would mind) + (yes) + (subject) + (verb) *Note: The verb form of this second question takes the simple past (open) form instead of the base (open) form. The types of questions we are using here are called indirect questions. It means they frame a question in an additional way. These are very useful when adopting a more formal level of discourse. Let's take a look at the indirect questions in a little
more detail. Other indirect forms form indirect questions somewhat different from direct questions. For example, we do not invest the subject and the verb, that is, they are similar to the structure of a positive statement. Go first in three direct questions: What's the time? (Word of questioning) + (verb) + (subject) Where is the station? (Word of questioning) + (verb) + (subject) Who is this? (Question Word) +
(verb) + (subject) The three direct questions have exactly the same structure and all include an in investment of the verb and theme (e.g. ... it's time instead of the time is ...). With indirect questions, we use an indirect sentence at first and then we don't reverse the verb and theme. Let's take a look: Could you tell me what's the time? (Indirect phrase) + (question word) + (subject) + (verb) Do you know where
the station is? (Indirect phrase) + (word of + (assumpte) + (verb) T'has T'has idea who this is? (Indirect phrase) + (question word) + (subject) + (verb) *Note: Because we are not ins investing the subject and the verb, we cannot contract both forms i.e. that this is not ... who is this. Second person vs. Third person forms in Spanish, and many other languages, it is common to change from second person
singular to third person singular when we talk to someone we respect. For example, using De donde es? (Where is it from?) instead of De donde were you? (Where are you from?) to show respect to the person we are asking for. And this also exists in English – it's much rarer. For example, you might have seen a movie where the characters are having dinner in an expensive restaurant. The waiter,
covered in formal dress, asks: Is Lord enjoying his wine? unlike You're enjoying your wine? However, unless you work in a Michelin-starred restaurant, chances are you'll never need this form. It's only helpful to be aware of it. The dangers of using formal English may be tempted to always resolve the formal use of English. It is certainly easier than learning both informal and formal sentences. I mean, there's
nothing wrong with sounding too polite, is there? Well, unfortunately, sometimes there's something wrong with sounding too polite. Check out this exchange between a server at a fast food restaurant and a customer hoping to buy a meal. Hi sir, what can I get for you? Customer: Yes, would it be as friendly as giving me a small cheeseburger meal with chips and a lemonade? Server: Well, yes... But erm,
you're going to have to pay for it. Client: Yes, of course. Server: OK... would you like big chips and a great drink for just 50p extra? Customer: I'm so sorry, but I think I've previously ordered a small meal not a big one. Server: (annoying) Fine! In this exchange there are two different problems that arise from the use of a very formal language in an informal environment. When the customer asks would be so
friendly as to give me..., the server boasts that the customer is ordering a free meal because of the level of formality they are using. This is, of course, not the case. Later in the exchange, the customer clarifies that he wanted a small meal, not a big one, by using the phrase I'm never sorry for, but I think I previously ordered it... What's the problem here? Well, it sounds incredibly sarcastic. By using
excessively formal language in an inappropriate environment, the server believes the client is being sniper or insincere - essentially showing passive aggression to express his irritation. Practice Hassan is a historian and today interviews a former British soldier for a book on National Service during World War II. Because of the age of the interviewee, he wants to show his respect by using formal language.
Read through the exchange and then alternatives for bold text questions. Hello, glad to meet you. Want a glass of water before you start? Start? Soldier: Yes, please. Here you go. So, for starters, can you tell me when you enlisted in the army? Former soldier: Yes, it was 1941. I was only 16 at the time. Where did they send you? Ex-soldier: Well, first he was in basic training for six months in Yorkshire. After
that they sent us to France. Hassan: Can I actually record this on my phone? I want to make sure I get it all right. Former soldier: Of course! Kindly leave your answers in a comment below. Discuss and share your thoughts with each other. Hero Picture in PEXELS (CC0 1.0) 1.0)
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